Feonic Presenter Pro (Stereo)

Feonic Presenter Pro is a professional business tool that uses Feonic technology. It enables a presentation to be made from a laptop computer or other audiovisual source, such as a portable DVD player, by turning a boardroom table into a loudspeaker device. This product allows the full audio power of Microsoft applications such as PowerPoint to be fully exploited in stereo.

Feonic F-Drives can also be mounted on the rear of the panel so offer designers amazing freedom to use curvaceous and non-linear forms without the need for unsightly speaker boxes. The F4PRO Presenter Pro Pack is an excellent demonstration product and can be used both professionally and at home.

Key benefits

Miniaturisation of presentation equipment has restricted the performance of the audio features. Typically, tiny internal speakers cannot provide either the volume or frequency response needed to exploit the audio power of the application software or movie clips. The Feonic Presenter Pro solves this problem by converting the whole boardroom table into a speaker so everyone can hear your presentation clearly and adds a "WOW" factor at the same time!

Presenter Pro is available in a range of coloured pouches.

Typical applications

The Feonic F4PRO Audio drive has a good history of being used in furniture, kiosks, flat screen TVs and other applications including:

- Presentation aid
- Small home audio installations driving desks and furniture
- Retail POS advertising – www.whisperingwindow.com
- Walls and installed furniture including bathrooms and mirrors
- Outdoor – walkways and nature trail audio signage
- Public buildings and schools – sound reinforcement

Technical Specification

- **Audio Drive:** Feonic F4PRO Audio Drive
- **Impedance:** 4Ω
- **Integrated Circuitry:** 2 Way Crossover & circuit protect
- **Operating temperature range:** -20°C to +80°C (-68°F to 176°F)
- **Storage temperature range:** -20°C to +100°C (-68°F to 212°F)
- **Weight:** c370g
- **Dimensions:** 76.5mm (W) x 46mm (L) x 26mm (H)
- **Mounting Method:** 3M VHB adhesive pad (supplied)
- **Connection to Amplifier:** 1.5m flying lead / phono connector
- **PSU:** 12V 1.5A with travel adapters
- **Amplifier:** Feonic F110S (stereo)
  - Class D
  - 2 x 10W 4Ω

Pack Specification:
- **Dimensions:** 196mm (W) x 282mm (L) x 47mm (H)
- **Contents:**
  - 2 x F4 Audio Drive
  - 1 x F110S (stereo) amplifier
  - 1 x 12V 1.5A PSU
  - 2 x 1m Audio cable
- **Pack weight:** c1350g
- **Carton size:** TBA
- **Carton contents:** 10 (or 12) packs per carton
- **Barcode information:** TBA